Dear CEBC members,

After a brainstorming session in Brussels, the Policy Committee made a suggestion to the members for a new vision for CEBC, which has been discussed and finally approved by members this year.

Who are we?
Every CEBC member is highly involved to contribute to improving safety and sustainability of the built environment and to promote modern building control systems, which are efficient and business friendly at the same time.

Our ambition.
To provide expertise on building control systems to every state level and Europe level, and thereby...

- « Be the voice of building control »
- To promote modern building control systems, which improve safety and sustainability of the built environment.

Who are we?
Every CEBC member is highly involved to contribute to improving safety and sustainability of the built environment and to promote modern building control systems, which are efficient and business friendly at the same time.

A new vision for CEBC

Laurent Peinaud
President of CEBC

I would like to thank all the members for their commitment (number of volunteers to be involved in the 3 projects, member who applies to host meetings, rate of response to CEBC surveys) that demonstrate their willingness to succeed in achieving our goals.

This is a new era for CEBC and I am confident we will achieve the objective.

The CEBC management

Manage the resources in transparency
- Promote CEBC vision
- Ensure the consistency with the vision
- Inform the members
- Facilitate the activities

The CEBC management must

Every member must:

- Share information, ideas
- Be involved in working groups, projects, meetings and events
- Be proactive

The way to act...
- To disseminate our expertise
- To monitor new trend
- To collect information on Building Control Systems.
- To collect information on Building Control Systems.
SHARE INFORMATION AND EXPERIENCE

MANAGE CEBC

WORK TOGETHER

DISSEMINATE OUR EXPERTISE
SHARE INFORMATION AND EXPERIENCE

Norwegian project

Members update

Host meeting

Presentation
We thank the host countries for their contribution (speakers, presentation, talks during coffee break).

The technical visit showed a huge renovation work of a castle.

There were also presentations of a quality monitoring system for public administration.

After a major disaster (collapse of a shopping center), the government is leading a major change with all the stakeholders of the construction sector, in order to improve quality on construction and to reduce the grey economy.

The technical visit took place in Old Harbour for urbanism matters in the 20th century and a sight view of impressive new architecture.

A new system of building control involves public administration and mitigation of the risk.

**Host meeting presentation**

**The host country (BM) presents his specific building control system and technical issues.**
Members are asked to provide information (technical, defect on building, change regulations) for the last 6 months about their country.

It is an opportunity to find colleagues who are working on the same topic.

The member update session at general meetings is continuously being reviewed to encourage greater participation and the sharing of knowledge.

This year, the presentations below have been made:

- England and Wales: New methods of delivery
- Scotland: E-learning system
- UK: E-learning
- France: National project for BIM and digitalization
- Estonia: Regulation for wooden housing: the resistant requirements
- Norway: BIM, discussion about external and immigrant issues
- Scotland: Feedback on e-delivery experiment, five years ago in Edinburgh and new target for application ratio
- Slovenia: Radical change of the system (planning, construction, services and qualifications)
- UK: E-learning, national portal
- Norway: Building control and national portal
- Scotland: E-building control

We thank the members for their contribution.

Members and their representative organisations play an important part in the promotion and work of CEBC and they are encouraged to fully participate at meetings.

Kevin Dawson
This case study has been led for years now. One country presents the process of building control for an actual project (type of project is housing, multi-storey, ...). It helps to better understand how it works for planning and building permit, the cost and fees, the authorities and stakeholders involved.

Two countries: Scotland - Denmark

This year, two countries: Scotland - Denmark

The project: Sample of Denmark Presentation

Norwegian Project (BM) organized by Olav Berge
The task of the working group is to update the existing BCR about “Building Control Systems in Europe”. This includes the following activities:

- Discussion of the present report’s structure with a view to improve and possibly enlarge the content;
- Following-up of the members’ responses;
- Drafting of a new questionnaire according to the new structure;
- Discussion of the results.

The results will be the basis for drafting a new BCR.

**Scope**

Rainer Mikulits (A) - Leader
Michael Haslender (D)
Marcin Cudak (PL)
Martin Conlon (UK)
Olav Berge (N)

Group members:
Group members: Manfred Tiedemann, Pekka Lukkarinen, Pekka Virkamaki, Joop van Leeuwen, Muir Somerville, Jón Gudmundsson, Saša Galonja (group leader)

Scope

E-delivery (e-permitting, e-building-control)

Time schedule:

 deliver the final document at CEBC meeting October 2017.

We would like to:

1. gather information on this subject from each member state,
2. explore if similar studies have been made by others,
3. analyze and compare the data from members and other sources,
4. summarize the studies and trends,
5. provide a written (electronic) report.

Working group has a task to prepare the report „E-delivery“. Main focus would be to paper building permitting and building control to electronic systems, establish the current state in which member countries are considering moving from e-delivery. (e-permitting, e-building-control)
Communication

Group members:
Kevin Dawson (group lead)
Martin Conlon
Alan Cripps
Lillian Rasch Masden
Osnat Rosen-Kremer
Kevyn Dawson (group lead)

Scope
Adopted strategy should include current website, use of social media, serving general membership and emphasis on internal and external communications.

To be complete December 2017

Time schedule:
DISSEMINATE OUR EXPERTISE

EU

MoU

Conference
We had meetings with members of EC and especially the "Growth" Directorate. The meetings show that the new vision is welcomed and that we need to produce surveys and studies in order to have the opportunity to be a member of the Standing Committee for Construction.

We are now:
- Registered at EC desk
- Informed and invited as advisory group

Dear Mr Peinaud, Mr Pianet,

Let us thank you once again for your visit, congratulate you again on your appointment.

DG GROW – 11th July 2016, 10.30-11.30

Meeting with CEBC (Consortium of European Building Control)

Presentation of CEBC updated roadmap and relevant activities in line with CEBC's updated strategy on Building Information Modelling (BIM)

We had meetings with members of EC and

European Level
This year, a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with World Bank has been signed (Thomas Moulier) during the Latvian International conference on quality construction. It will help CEBC to be a partner for major projects and studies to come.
Latvian government organized an international conference (November 25, 2016) about Quality in Construction. CEBC has been invited to attend and also to participate.

Membership
Finance
Management
MANAGE CEB
We welcome our new member.

One country has resigned (Northern Ireland).
The other one (UK - Association of Building Engineers) is on the waiting list.

This year, 2 new members applied for membership and one has been approved (Latvian – State Building Control Bureau).

Membership activity

36 members
27 countries
CEBC
The budget presentation has been improved in order to be consistent with the vision. This new presentation shows more clearly the link between CEBC activities and expenses. The financial results will enable our projects to be completed and are sufficient to support the vision. The financial results will enable our projects to be completed and are sufficient to support the vision.

Financial report - Summary

Reserve 21,000 euros
The voice of building control